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ABSTRACT 
Wi-Fi Direct is a new technology defined by the Wi-Fi Alliance aimed at enhancing direct device to device 

communications in Wi-Fi. Thus, given the wide base of devices with Wi-Fi capabilities, and the fact that it can be 
entirely implemented in software over traditional Wi-Fi radios, this technology is expected to have a significant 
impact. The Android platform is the product of the Open Handset Alliance, a group of organizations collaborating to 
build a better mobile phone. The group, led by Google, includes mobile operators, device handset manufacturers, 
component manufacturers, software solution and platform providers, and marketing companies. From a software 
development standpoint, Android sits smack in the middle of the open source world. The success in deploying 
services and applications based on this concept needs the development of applications that allows intermediate users 
the reception and forwarding of information to destination users. The user may take the maximum benefit from the 
technology acquired inside the mobile phone (Android) for instances, since it is possible extend the radio coverage 
by several hops. We make use of Wi-Fi Direct to extend the range of a Wi-Fi network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation 

Our motivation for this project is the paper on Java Virtual Router. Java Virtual Router (JVR) [1] is intended to 
connect virtual networks as if gateways exist between them. JVR is made of three layers: Physical, Network 
Interface and Routing. These form the entire protocol stack. The Physical layer brings up the machines on a real 
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network and passes packets to the Network Interface layer. The Network Interface layer maintains various virtual 
interfaces in the JVR. It passes the packets between the Physical layer and the Routing layer. The Routing layer 
reads in the packets from its input queue and extracts routing information embedded in the packet. It updates its own 
routing table using that information. The Routing layer periodically sends update packets over all the virtual network 
interfaces, using Poisson Reverse technique. 
 
1.2 Background  

More than a decade after its initial design, the IEEE 802.11 standard, has become one of the most common 
ways to access the Internet. However, to continue with its striking success the Wi-Fi technology needs to evolve and 
embrace a larger set of use cases. Given the wide adoption of Wi-Fi in many kinds of devices, a natural way for the 
technology to progress is to target device to device connectivity, i.e. without requiring the presence of an Access 
Point (AP), traditionally provided by other technologies. This is the purpose of the Wi-Fi Direct technology that has 
been recently developed by the Wi-Fi Alliance. Direct device to device connectivity was already possible in the 
original IEEE 802.11 standard by means of the ad-hoc mode of operation. However this never became widely 
deployed in the market and hence presents several drawbacks when facing nowadays requirements, e.g. lack of 
efficient power saving support or extended QoS capabilities. Another relevant technology in the Wi-Fi device to 
device communications space is 802.11z, also known as Tunneled Direct Link Setup (TDLS), which enables direct 
device to device communication but requires stations to be associated with the same AP. Unlike the previous 
technologies, the Wi-Fi Direct technology takes a different approach to enhance device to device connectivity. 
 
1.3 Need 

Modern smartphones loaded with the Android OS have support for the WI-Fi Direct technology. As this 
technology is new and upcoming, the software application for Wi-Fi Direct features does not exist as of now. An 
android application is required to use the features provided by Wi-Fi Direct. Our project aims at building such an 
Application and enable the extension of range using this technology. 

 

2. Literature Survey 
 
2.1 Blue-Fi 

As the name suggests blue-fi uses bluetooth for range extension in a wi-fi network. Bluetooth has low 
range, of about 10 m this provides an accuracy in the prediction of wi-fi network. For the prediction of the 
availablility of a wifi network blue-fi uses Bluetooth contact patterns as the con-text identifiers  by leveraging 
existing cell-towers and bluetooth devices. The periodical logging of all the network signals in a log L, locally is 
done by each devive. The log entries are of the form (Timestamp, {Bluetooth devices}, {Cell Towers}, {Wi-Fi 
networks}). Bluetooth devices are identified by their MAC addresses, cell-towers are identified by the tower 
identifier and Wi-Fi access points by their SSID/BSSID. The mobile device then uses its log to predict Wi-Fi 
connectivity. Long periods of idle state are reduced since only when there is a  wi-fi connectivity then only a device 
switches to the wi-fi interface. 
The advantages and Disadvantages of Blue-Fi are discussed below: 
Advantages: 
 .  The low range of bluetooth adds to its advantage. We need not make any changes to the built in Wi-Fi 
application as we make use of bluetooth and Wi-fi  simultaneously. 
Disadvantage: 
 The limitation of range and bandwidth proves Blue-fi to be a improper solution. There is an extensive use 
of energy and faster battery drain because blue-fi requires bluetooth and Wi-fi to be working simultaneously.  
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Fig. 2.1 Disadvantages of Blue-Fi 

 
 
 
2.2 Ad-Hoc Networks 

MANET is an abbreviation of mobile ad hoc network. MANET  is a self-configuring infra 
structureless network of mobile devices connected by wireless. The devices in MANET checks the traffic through it 
and passes on the unrelated traffic to its own use thus acting as a router. The devices in MANET have free motion 
and therefore they change their links to other devices. Each device in MANET must be properly equipped so as to 
continuously maintain the information required to properly route the router. Ad-Hoc networks can operate by 
themselves or may be connected to the larger internet. But the android OS does not support Ad-Hoc networks. 

 
Figure 2.2: Ad-hoc Networking 

 

3. Proposed Work 
 
3.1 Objective 

For extension of Wi-Fi range we need to build an application that creates a wi-fi peer to peer group. The device 
that creates the group will be the group owner and it allows the other devices to be a part of the group. The devices 
with wi-fi direct feature will connect to this group and the devices without wi-fi direct feature also called as 
traditional wi-fi devices will connect to it as an access point. To enlarge the group, a member of the group can then 
create their own wi-fi direct group and thus be the group owner. Thus extension of groups is enabled thus extending 
the range of wi-fi. This concept is show in following figure: 
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Figure 3.1: Proposed Concept 

 
3.2 Soft-AP 

In a typical Wi-Fi network, the discover and associate functions are performed by the clients to associate in 
WLANS. Hence a device unambiguously behaves as either as an AP or as a client. In wi-fi direct these roles are 
dynamic and hence both the roles of a client and an AP are implemented by the wi-fi direct device. Our device act as 
a client to the available network and as a AP to other wi-fi devices thus extending the wi-fi range. 
 
3.3 Wi-Fi Direct Group 

Wi-Fi Direct devices, formally known as P2P Devices, communicate by establishing Peer to peer Groups, 
work done of wi-fi direct is same as our regular wi-fi networks. The device implementing AP-like functionality in 
the P2P Group is called as the P2P Group Owner (P2P GO)(work like master), and other devices acting as 
clients(work like slave) are known as P2P Clients. The logical nature of the P2P roles supports different 
architectural deployments, two of them illustrated in Figure 1. The upper part of the figure represents with two P2P 
groups. The first group is made by a mobile phone sharing its 3G connection with two laptops; for this first group, 
the phone is acting as P2P GO while the two laptops behave as P2P Clients. In order to extend the network, one of 
the laptops establishes a second P2P Group with a printer(we can use other device also); for this second group, the 
laptop acts as P2P GO. In order to act both as P2P Client and as P2P Group Owner  the laptop will typically 
alternate between the two roles by time-sharing the Wi-Fi interface; in Section II-E we will introduce the NoA 
protocol that can be used for this purpose. The lower part of Figure 1 illustrates the case of a laptop accessing the 
Internet through a legacy infrastructure AP while at the same time streaming content to a TV set(we can use any 
device) by establishing a P2P Group, where the laptop acts as P2P GO. Like a traditional AP, a P2P GO announces 
itself through beacons, and has to support power saving services for its associated clients. The P2P GO is also 
required to run a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server to provide P2P Clients with IP addresses. 
P2P group owner can connect to the other device which is present outside of the network & it have ability to cross 
connect. At the end, Wi-Fi Direct is not give permission to transferring the role of P2P GO within a P2P Group 
connection. In this way, if the P2P GO leaves the P2P Group then the group is broken down, and has to be re-
connected using some of the main  procedures. 
 

 
Figure 3.2: Topology 
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3.4 Wi-Fi Direct Architecture 

 
 

Figure 3.3: Wi-Fi Direct Architecture 
 

3.5 Future Scope 
Every project will have no scope of enhancement if unlimited resources and unlimited time is given for its 

development. Practically, it is not possible to provide unlimited resources and unlimited time to any project. The 
development of the computer based system is more likely to be affected by lack of resources and time deadlines. 
This project can further enhanced by considering following points 1) Application can be made available in local 
languages so that it is accessible to all. 2) Application can be made available on smart phones using platforms other 
than Android such as iOS, blackberry, etc. 3) Similar desktop applications can be built to provide wi-fi direct 
support. 
 

4. Conclusion  

This application is used for range extension without using any other hardware. This application users will get 
the greater benefit when they can make wi-fi direct groups. benefits are: 1) Wi-fi direct provides easy and high 
speed peer to peer communication. 2)Security aspects are used to secure transfer of users data. 3)Extension of wi-fi 
range improves the infrastructure of the network. Upcoming devices such as smart Tvs,gaming consoles,etc are 
making use of wi fi direct. The application will prove extremely important in communicating among such devices. 
But there are some constraints with this application. For the user to become aware to the full capability of the 
application, user must have latest smart phone devices with Android 4.0 and wi-fi direct support. the current version 
of the application is in English, but to make it accessible and user friendly to large rural domestic market, the next 
versions of this application would be in the other local languages. 
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